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Semiparametric Instrumental Variable Estimation 

of Simultaneous Equation Sample Selection Models 

by Lung-Fei Lee* 

1. Introduction 

For the estimation of simultaneous equation sample selection models with parametric (normal) distl,lr-

bances, several methods are available in the econometric literature, e.g., Lee, Maddala and Trost [1980], 

Lee [1981], Amemiya [1983] and Newey [1987]. The approach introduced in Lee, Maddala and Trost [1980] 

combines Heckman's two-stage and Theil's two-stage least squares procedures. Amemiya [1983] consid-

ered a class of estimators derived from modified minimum distance procedures. Relative efficiency of such 

procedures has been considered in Lee [1981]' Amemiya [1983] and Newey [1987]. 

In this article, we will consider instrumental variable (IV) methods for the estimation of simultaneous 

equation sample selection models without parametric distributional assumptions. Semiparametric instru-

mental variable methods for the estimation of sample selection models have been considered in Powell [1987] 

(see also Robinson [1988]). In Powell [1987], since his interest is in general semiparametric instrumental vari-

able methods, he has not focused attention on any specific simultaneous equation structures of the model. 

Many interesting issues, such as the rank identification condition, which are well-known for the classical 

simultaneous equation model, have not been addressed for the semiparametric simultaneous equation model. 

In this article, we are interested in the specific structure of simultaneous equation sample selection mod-

els. We investigate the problem of structural parameter identification, the role of identification conditions 

on semiparametric instrumental variable estimation, and the proper construction of instrumental variables 

from the system. We will also investigate the possible generalization of the (semiparametric) two-stage least 

squares estimation method and the construction of efficient semiparametric instrumental variable estimators. 

* I appreciate having financial support from NSF under grant no. SES-9010516 for my research. The 
issues in this article are partially motivated by an empircial project under way with my colleagues Professors 
Mark R. Rosenzweig and Mark M. Pitt. 
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2. Semiparametric Simultaneous Equation Models with Selectivity 

and Instrumental Variable Estimation 

In this article, our discussion will focus on the estimation of a single equation. The estimation of multiple 

equations can be easily generalized. Consider a single structural equation: 

(2.1) 

where y. is a latent endogenous variable, z· is a G1-dimensional row vector oflatent endogenous variables not 

including y., x is a K-dimensional vector consisting of all exogenous variables in the system, and xJ, where 

J is a selection matrix, represents the subset of exogenous variables included in this structural equation. 

The reduced form equation of z· is 

(2.2) 

where 112 is a K x G1 matrix and V2 is a G1 row vector of disturbances. The endogenous variables y. and 

z· are well-defined in the whole population but their sample observations y and z are subject to selection. 

The latent selection equation is 

d· = x(o + €, (2.3) 

where d· is a latent variable. The values of y and z are observable if and only if d· > O. As in Ichimura 

[1987] and Powell [1987], we consider the index model framework where the joint distribution of (Ul, V2, i) 

conditional on x can be a function of the index x(o. Such a framework is slightly more general than the case 

where the disturbances are independent with x. 

Conditional on dt > 0 and Xi, (2.1) implies that 

(2.4) 

where 

(2.5) 

Let K(·) be a kernel function with a bandwidth parameter an (Silverman [1986] or Bierens [1985]). Let 

w = (z,xJ) and !30 = (Qo,10). For any possible value of (!3,() of (!3o,(o), the conditional expectation 
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function E(y - w,BIXj(' d* > 0, () of y - w,B, conditional on the random variables x( and d* > 0, can be 

estimated by the following nonparametric regression function: 

"n ( R)K(~) E ( _ wRlx.() = ~j~j Yj - WjJJ <I .. 

n Y JJ. "n ""(-"'i() , 
~j~j K( <I .. 

(2.6) 

where n is the sample size for the observations of (y,z,x) conditional on d* > a (Ichimura [1987]). Given a 

vn-consistent estimate ( of (, Powell [1987] has proposed an instrumental variable method for the estimation 

of ,B from the following equation: 

(2.7) 

where En(slxj() = Lj~j sjK("',>;: .. "'j()/ Lj~j K("',(: .. "'i() for any random variable s (see also Robinson 

[1988]). Instrumental variable methods require the construction of instrumental variables for the transformed 

variables Wj -En (wlx() (Powell [1987]). A simple instrumental variable estimator with instrumental variables 

p can be 

(2.8) 

However, due to the technical difficulty of handling the denominator in the nonparametric regression function 

in (2.6), some modifications are needed to overcome this difficulty. Various ways have been introduced in 

the literature. Powell [1987] uses the denominator in (2.6) as the weight in the summations of (2.8) so as 

to cancel the denominator of (2.6).1 An alternative suggestion is to trim the tails of the distribution of x 

or the index x( (Robinson [1988], Klein and Spady [1981] and Ichimura and Lee [1988]). Trimming will 

be applied to the index x( when its values are greater than some upper quantile or less than some lower 

quantile. Suppose that tn (Xi(, e) is a trimming indicator with value 0 when Xi' is deleted, where e is a 

vector of quantiles. A simple unweighted instrumental variable estimator is 

(2.9) 

The trimming procedure is preferred so as not to complicate the proper function of weighting. 

1 The weighting scheme in Powell [1987] has nothing to do with the variance of the disturbance Uni in 
(2.7). 
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As in the classical simultaneous equation model, the consistency of IV estimators depends on proper 

instruments constructed from the list of exogenous variables x in the system. Consistency of the IV estimators 

is possible only if the structural equation is identifiable. In subsequent sections, we will first address the 

identification problem of this system. Problems on how to select proper instrumental variables and the 

construction of efficient IV estimation of (2.7) will then be considered. 

The estimation method can be generalized to cover more general cases where the selection mechanism 

is determined by several inequality conditions, for example, models with polytomous or sequential choices. 

For the general case, d- in (2.3) is a finite dimensional (row) vector of latent equations. The samples of 

y and z are observed if and only if d- > O. The implied regression equation (2.4) becomes a model with 

multiple indices (Stoker [1986] and Ichimura and Lee [1988]). x( will represent a vector of indices with ( 

being a matrix. The semiparametric estimation method above can be generalized. KO will now be a higher 

dimensional kernel with the dimension of x(, and the trimming will be applied to all the indices in x(. The 

bandwidth an needs to be wider in the nonparametric regression estimation in (2.6). The detailed analysis 

in the appendix is applicable to the general model. 
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3. Identification 

Let 

(3.1) 

be the reduced form equation for y*. As in the classical simultaneous equation model, the identification of 

structural parameters is directly related to the reduced form parameters. Within the index model framework, 

identification of Equations (2.2), (2.3) and (3.1) has been considered in Ichimura [1987], Chamberlain [1986], 

Powell [1987], and Ichimura and Lee [1988]. Conditional on d* > 0 and z, 

E(ylz,d· > 0) = Z""1 + E(vdz(o, z(o > -f,(o), (3.2) 

and 

(3.3) 

As shown in Ichimura [1987] for the single index model, (0 in the selection equation (2.3) can best be 

identified up to an unknown scale. When the regressors in z are all qualitative variables, (0 can not even 

be identified up to a scale. Identification requires the presence of a relevant continuous exogenous variable 

of which the coefficient has a known sign. A convenient normalization (Ichimura [1987]) is to set such a 

coefficient to be unity. Contrary to the classical simultaneous equation model, the reduced form parameter 

vectors ""1 and Ih in (3.1) and (2.2) are not identifiable. This is so because Z""1 and z(o contain the same 

set of variables z and they can not be distinguished from each other in (3.2). Similarly, this is so for zll2 

and z(o. This identification problem has been studied in Ichimura and Lee [1988] and Powell [1987] in the 

analysis of index models with nonparametric regression functions. The same conclusion has been derived in 

Chamberlain [1986] from the nonparametric likelihood function of the model. Even though ""I and 112 are 

not identifiable, some transformations of them can be identified. 

With the normalization suggested by Ichimura [1987], let z(o = Z1 + Z2bo, where Z1 is a continuous 

exogenous variable. Conformably, Z""1 = Z1""U + Z2""12. zll2 = Z1""~1 + z21122. and Z'Yo = Z1'Yo,1 + Z2'Yo,2· 

The reduced form equation (3.1) can be rewritten into 

(3.4) 
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 

and 

(3.7) 

The index x(o is distinguishable from x21ri and x2IIi, because Xl appears only in x(o but neither in x21ri 

nor in x2IIi. The transformed parameters 1ri and II; and 60 are identifiable as long as E( vj Ix(o, d· > 0,60) 

for j = 1,2 are not linear in x(o (Ichimura and Lee [1988]). 

The structural parameters 0 and 'Yare related to the reduced form parameters 1ri, IIi and 6. Substituting 

(3.5) into the structural equation y. (before imposing any explicit exclusion restrictions), we have 

y. = z· 0 0 + X10 + Ul 

= x2(II;00 - 'Yo,160 + 'Yo,2) + ui, 

where ui = Ul + v;oo + 'Yo,l(Xl + X260). Comparing (3.8) with (3.4), 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

From (3.9), we see that the identification of the structural parameters 0 0, 'Yo,l and 'Yo,2 requires restrictions 

on the structural equation (2.1). Consider the case of exclusion restrictions where some of the exogenous 

variables do not enter into (2.1). It is convenient to consider separately the two cases of (1) Xl appearing 

in (2.1), and (2) Xl not appearing in (2.1). Consider first the case that Xl is excluded from (2.1), which is 

equivalent to saying that 'Yo,l = O. Without loss of generality, suppose that the first k1 exogenous variables 

in X2 are included but the remaining K -1- k1 variables in X2 are excluded from (2.1), i.e., 'Yo,2 = b~,21' 0)' 

I I I I 

where 'Yo,21 is of dimension k1. Conformably, let 1ri = (1rit, 'lrh)" IIi = (IIh, IIh)' and 60 = (6~,1' 6~,2)" 

Since 'Yo,l = 0, (3.9) is equivalent to 

(3.10) 
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and 

(3.11) 

It follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that a necessary and sufficient condition for the identification of a o and 

10,21 is the rank condition that rankll22 = G1. The necessary order condition is K - 1 - kl ~ G1, i.e., 

the number of excluded variables in Z2 from the structural equation is greater than or equal to the number 

of endogenous variables on the right hand side of (2.1). Consider next the case that Zl is included in the 

structural equation. As in the previous case, suppose only the first kl exogenous variables in Z2 are included 

in (2.1). Equation (3.9) is now eqivalent to 

(3.12) 

and 

(3.13) 

The rank identification for this case is rank[lIh, -80 ,2] = G1 + 1, and the necessary order condition is 

K - 1 - kl ~ G1 + 1. In any event, the identification condition is slightly stronger than the identification 

condition for the parametric simultaneous equation model. The exact identification of(2.1) for the parametric 

model becomes underidentification for the semiparametric model. The order identification condition for 

the semiparametric model corresponds to the overidentification condition in the parametric simultaneous 

equation model. In summary, the rank identification of the structural parameters in y = zaQ + zJ,o + Ul 

from (3.9) is that [II;, (-80 , I)J] has full (column) rank. 

The identification condition can be extended to the general model where z( represents a vector of indices. 

To distinguish the indices in z( for identification, each index is required to contain a relevant continuous 

exogenous variable which does not appear in the other indices (Ichimura and Lee [1988]). Suppose z( 

contains m indices. With normalization, z( = (Z11 + Z26(1),"" Zlm + Z28(m», where Z11,"', Zlm are m 

distinct continuous variables not contained in the subvector %2' For this general model, 8 = [6(1), ... ,8(m)] 

is now a matrix. The rank identification condition is that [II;, (-60 , I)J] has full (column) rank. 
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4. Semiparametric Two-Stage Least Squares Estimation 

For the classical simultaneous equation model, the popular IV method is the two-stage least squares 

method (2LS). A generalization of 2LS to the estimation of parametric simultaneous equation models with 

selectivity has been introduced in Lee, Maddala and Trost [1980]. The endogenous variables are regressed 

on all the exogenous variables and a sample selection bias term (inverse Mill's ratio) in the first stage. 

The regression predictors are then used as the instrumental variables in the second stage estimation of the 

selection bias corrected structural equation. 

and 

For the estimation of the semiparametric model, define the following matrices: 

X
2 

= (tn(r1(,~n)(r", - En(r,lr1()) ) , 

. tn( xn(, {n)( X2n - En( x2I xn()) 

y = ( tn(r1(,en)(Y1, - En(Ylr1()) ) , 

tn(xn(,{n)(Yn - En(Ylxn()) 

where tn(x(,en) is a smooth quantile trimming function of x( introduced in Appendices A.2 and A.3. A 

semiparametric two-stage least squares estimator (S2LS) is 

( 4.1) 

This estimator can be interpreted as being derived from a two-stage estimator procedure. In the first 

stage estimation the reduced form equations for z in (3.7) are estimated by a semiparametric least squares 

method, and the predicted values for z - En(zlx() are used as instrumental variables for z - En(zlx(). 

In addition to z, if Xl is included in w, an auxiliary reduced form equation for Xl is also estimated by 

a semiparametric least squares method, and the predicted value for Xl - En( xllx() will be used as an 

instrumental variable for Xl - En(Xllx() for the estimation of (2.7). This two-stage estimator has also a 

two-stage semiparametric least squares interpretation. To see these, define an auxiliary equation for Xl: 

(4.2) 

where Vi,. = Xl + X260. Since w· = (z·, xJ), (3.5) and (4.2) imply that 

w· = x2[II;, (-60 , I)J] + v·, ( 4.2), 
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and conditional on d* > 0 and x, 

where Vd = v* - E(v"lx,d* > 0). Similarly, as in (2.7), since the distribution ofv* is a function of x(o, 

(4.3) 

where IIw = [II;, (-60 , 1)J]. A semiparametric least squares (SLS) estimator of (4.3) with trimming 

function tn is 

( 4.4) 

It follows from (4.1) and (4.4) that (JS2LS is an IV estimator with x2iIw as the instrumental matrix for W 

in the estimation of (2.7). Define the residual matrix V = W -x2iIw. Since V = [I -X2(X~X2)-lX2]W, it 

follows that V' x2iIw = 0, and (JS2LS = [(X2iIw),(X2iIw)]-1(X2iIw)'Y which has a two-stage least squares 

interpretation. The regressor Xl plays an interesting role in the estimation. This variable is exogenous in 

the equation system, however it behaves as if it were an endogenous variable in the estimation. It has been 

excluded from the list of regressors in the first stage SLS estimation. This feature is compatible with the 

order identification condition in section 3. 

Asymptotic properties of the S2LS are derived in Appendix A.5 in detail. Consistency of the S2LS 

requires the rank identification condition. Since sample observations for (2.4) are available only after selec-

tion, all expectations will be taken as conditional expectations conditional on di > O. To simplify notations, 

the conditional argument d* > 0 will be suppressed. Thus E(·lxi(0,60) stands for E(·lxi(o,d: > 0,60 ) in 

subsequent presentations and the appendix. As shown in (A.5.1) of the appendix, 

(4.5) 

where 

(4.6) 

and h is the indicator function of T, where T = [ep(c5o), e(1-p)(60 )] with ep (60 ) and e(1-p)(60 ) being 

respectively the pth and (1 - p)th quantiles of x(o, On the other hand, from (A.5.2), 

(4.7) 
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Therefore, under the assumption that C is nonslngular, 

( 4.8) 

The rank identification condition that IIw has full column rank is necessary for the limiting matrix in (4.8) 

to be nonsingular. Equations (2.7) and (4.1) imply that 

(4.9) 

where Un = (un 1. ... , unn )'. Since 

=0, 

(JS2LS is a consistent estimator of f30. 

Given that vn( 6 - 150 ) ..!!...... N(O, V6), the asymptotic distribution of (JS2LS can be derived from (4.9). 

Let eo denote (ep(c5o), e(l-p)(c5o)). As shown in (A.5.8) of the appendix, 

(4.10) 

where 

and 

(4.12) 

It follows that 

. D 
vn(f3S2Ls - (30) - N(O, 0), (4.13) 

where 

(4.14) 
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5. Semiparametric Generalized Two~-Stage Least Squares Estimation 

The S2LS in (4.1) is simple, but it is not an efficient IV estimator for theestimation of (2.7) because it 

has not incorporated the complicated covariances structure of Uni in estimation. 

The disturbance Uni in (2.7) can be decomposed into three components: 

(5.1) 

The first component represents the disturbance Utli in the structural equation (2.4) after the correction of 

selection bias. The second component represents the disturbance introduced in En(Ullzi(o) by replacing (0 

by the estimate (. In the parametric two-stage estimation of the sample selection model with a discrete 

choice decision rule, these two components of the disturbance are asymptotically un correlated (Heckman 

[1979] and Lee, Maddala and Trost [1980]).2 This is also the case for the semiparametric model in (2.1) and 

(2.3) as shown in the appendix. The last component represents the error introduced by the nonparametric 

estimate of the conditional expectation of Uti. Even though the last component has a rather complicated 

structure, it does not influence the asymptotic distribution of /352L5, due to an asymptotic orthogonality 

property of the index model (see the appendix for detail, in particular, Propositions 4 and 6 of Appendix 

A.4). 

The variance of Utli in (2.4) is a function of Zj(o. It can be estimated nonparametrically. Let H be a 

kernel function with a bandwidth 6n .3 Define 

(5.2) 

where /3 is an initial consistent estimate of /3 (e.g., /352L5 in (4.1)). wn (/3,6) provides a nonparametric 

estimate of the variance W(Zi(o, 60 ) of u~i' The above arguments suggest the following covariance matrix: 

(5.3) 

2 For the sample selection model with a tobit type decision rule, if the first-stage estimate is a tobit 
MLE, the two components can be correlated (see Lee et al (1980)). 

3 The kernel K with an in (2.6) can .be used. However, it is desirable to use a separate kernel function 
so as to avoid unnecessary stronger requirements on the rate of convergence for bandwidth parameters. 
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where An is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements wni(;3, 8), i = 1"" ,n; Vn ,6 is a consistent estimate of 

the asymptotic covariance matrix V6 of 8; and 

(5.4) 

By a formula of inversion of a partitioned matrix, the inverse of Vn ,6 involves only inversion of matrices of 

the dimension of 6: 

For the parametric simultaneous equation sample selection model, several generalized two-stage least squares 

estimators (G2LS) have been introduced. For the semiparametric model, the following estimator is a semi-

parametric generalized two-stage least squares estimator (SG2LS): 

(5.6) 

An alternative SG2LS estimator is 

It can be shown that these two estimators have the same asymptotic distribution.4 The computation of ;3sG 

is simpler, but the data transformations in ~SG are intuitively appealing. 

Substituting (2.7) into (5.6) and (5.7), 

(5.8) 

and 

With (5.5), as shown in (A.5.3)-(A.5.7) and (A.5.9), 

(5.10) 

4 For the parametric sample selection model, the asymptotic equivalency between two such similar esti
mators has been shown in Lee [1981] and Amemiya [1983]. 
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(5.11) 

and 

(5.12) 

where 
f =E[h(x(0)(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 60»w- 1

( x(o, 60 )(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 60 »] 

[ ( )( ( I » 
1( )8E(U1 Ix(0,60)] - E IT x(o x2 - E X2 x(o, 60 w- x(0,60 86' 

. (v.-1 +E[J. ( ()8E(U1 Ix(0,60) -1( ( 6 )8E(Ut!X(0,60)])_1 
6 T x 0 86 W x 0, 0 86' 

(5.13) 

8E(ut!x(0,60) 1 
. E[h(x(o) 86 W- (x(o, 60)(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 60»], 

Equations (5.10)-(5.12) imply that 

(5.14) 

ability to II~. Hence yn(iisG - /30) has the same limiting distribution of yn(PSG - /30)' The asymptotic 

covariance matrix of iisG (or PSG) can be consistently estimated by 

or 

Hence 
, ,.1','_1' 

IIwfllw = IIwphm-X2E X2IIw 
n 

~ II~plim.!.X~Q(Q'tQ)-lQ' X2IIw 
n 

, 1,,' ,'," 1',' = IIwplim-X2W(IIwX2EX2IIw)- W X2IIw 
n 

= 0-1 

by (4.5), (4.7) and (4.14). Hence PSG is asymptotically efficient relative to iiS2LS' 
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The SG2LS estimators /3SG and PSG are not only asymptotically efficient relative to the S2LS estimator 

/3S2LS. They have also an asymptotically optimal property. They are asymptotically efficient IV estimators 

for the estimation of Equation (2.7). Let Pi be an instrumental variable for Wi and /3p be the IV estimator: 

(5.18) 

where 

(5.19) 

Equation (2.7) implies that 

(5.20) 

For this case, the component En( u1Izi(0) - E( Ut!Zi(o, co) in Uni has a significant impact on the asymptotic 

distribution of {3p. From (A.5.11) of the appendix, 

where g means that both sides have the same limiting distribution. Similar to (4.7), 

!p'W ..!.....E(h(z(0)p'(Z2 - E(Z2Iz(0, co»IIw 
n 

= E(h(z(o)(p - E(plz(0,co»'(Z2 - E(Z2Iz(0, co))IIw. 

(5.22) 

The latter equality in (5.22) holds because h(z(o) is a function of z(o alone. From (A.5.10) and (A.5.11) 

in Appendix A.5, 

where 
~p =E[h(z(o)(p - E(plz(o. co»'",,(z(o. co)(p - E(plz(o. co»] 

It follows that 

where 

, aE(utiz(o, Co)] + E[IT(z(o)(p - E(plz(o, co» (Z2 - E(Z2Iz(0, co» at 

, I ],aE(u1IZ(0, co) 
. V6E[h(z(o)(p - E(plz(o. co» (Z2 - E(Z2 z(o. 60) at . 

. ~p{E(IT(z(o)(p - E(plz(o, 60))(z2 - E(Z2Iz(0, 60 »'IIw} -1'. 
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From (5.22), (5.25) and (5.26), we note that Pp has the same limiting distribution of the following IV 

estimator: 

(5.27) 

where 

p = (t.(Z'("{')(P' ~ E.<Piz,'.,5))) . 
tn( zn(o, eo )(Pn - En (plzn(, 0» 

(5.28) 

This indicates that for the estimation of the semiparametric simultaneous equation model, the residuals 

Pi - En(plzi(o, 00 ) and P - E(plz(o, 00 ) play the crucial role rather than the variable P itself. The asymptotic 

covariance matrix of Pp (or Pp) can be consistently estimated by 

The asymptotic efficiency of PSG relative to 13p follows from the following inequality: 

II' fll II' 1· 1 X· 'i'oo-lX' II w w = wp Im- 2"'" 2 w 
n 

~ lI~plim.!.X~P(P'tP)-l P' X211w 
n 

= plim.!.W'P(P'tP)-lp'W 
n 

n-l 
-up. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this article, we have considered the identification and estimation of the sample selection simultane

ous equation model without a parametric distributional assumption. Based only on index restrictions, the 

identification of structural equation parameters from reduced form parameters requires stronger exclusion 

restrictions than the identification of structural equations in the classical simultaneous equation model. The 

identification in this semiparametric model requires the underlying structural equation to be overidentified 

in the classical sense. Exact identification in the classical model becomes underidentification for the semi par

metric model. Estimation of the structural equation by instrumental variable methods has been considered. 

Some two-stage estimation procedures which generalize the estimation procedures for the parametric model 

and the classical two-stage least squares method are introduced. Consistency and asymptotic normality 

of the estimators are proved. An asymptotically efficient instrumental variable method has also been de

rived. Some interesting features of the instrumental variable estimation in this model have been discovered. 

Residuals of the variables in the model which are derived from the projection of variables to the selection 

equation index play the crucial role for asymptotic properties of the estimators. Exogenous variables in the 

system used in normalization for the selection equation indices behave as if they were endogenous variables 

in two-stage estimation procedures. The latter feature is compatible with the identification condition for the 

model. 

In this article, we have considered only single equation estimation methods. These methods can be 

generalized to the estimation of system equations by some semiparametric three-stage procedures. For the 

semiparametric sample selection model (without simultaneity), an asymptotically efficient estimator, in the 

sense that its asymptotic covariance matrix attains the semiparametric lower bound in Chamberlain [1986], 

has been derived in Lee [1990]. Such an estimator is a semiparametric maximum likelihood estimator. With 

the reduced form equations estimated by such a method, the structural parameters may then be estimated 

by Amemiya's minimum distance procedure (Amemiya [1978] and [1983]). One might conjecture that such 

a structural estimator could be an asymptotically efficient semiparametric estimator. Any any rate, such an 

estimation method is not a simple instrumental variable method. 
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Appendix 

A.1 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

Assumption 1: 

(1) The samples Si, where S = (y, z, x), i = 1"", n are i.i.d. x is the vector consisting of all exogenous 

variables in the equation system. The moments of order 3· r, where r ~ 2, of sexist. 

(2) The parameter space e of 6 is a compact subset of a finite dimensional Euclidean space, and 60 is in 

the interior of e. 

(3) Xl is an m-dimensional vector of continuous variables. 

(4) 6 is a vn-consistent estimator, vn(6 - 60 ) is asymptotically normal, N(O, V6), where V6 is a positive 

definite matrix, and is aymptotically uncorrelated with Uli - E( ullxi(o, 60 ) for all i. 

(5) The matrix llw in (4.3) has full column rank. 

(6) The matrices C in (4.6) and r in (5.13) are nonsingular. 

Assumption 2: 

(1) K(v) on Rm is a kernel function with a bandwidth parameter an defined on a bounded support D/' i.e., 

JD K(v)dv = 1, and limn ..... oo an = O. 

(2) K(v) is twice differentiable and its second order derivatives satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order 1.6 

(3) K(v) is a higher order kernel function with zero moments up to the order s·, s· = m + 2, i.e., 

l V~l ••• v~ K(v)dv = 0 

for all 0 $ i" 1= 1"", m, and 1 $ i l + ... + im < 8·. 

(4) {an} is chosen with a rate such that limn ..... oo ~a~1+6/,.)(m+2)+2 = 00, and limn ..... oo na~(m+2) = 00, but 

5 The boundedness of D is inessential. Relaxing this assumption will make our analysis relatively more 
complicated. In practice, kernel functions with bounded support are simpler to compute. 

S A function hex) is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition if there exists a constant c such that II h(xt} -
h(x2) 11$ c II Xl - X2 II for all Xl and X2· 
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Assumption 3: 

(1) The density function p(tI6) of t = x( in Rm is positive everywhere for each 6 E e. It is differentiable 

everywhere with t to the order s·, and these derivatives are continuous at (t,6) everywhere. 

(2) E(s ® ilt,6)p(tIB), where s = (y,z,x) and i = (l,x), is differentiable everywhere with t to the order 

s· + 1, and these derivatives are continuous at (t, 6) everywhere.7 

(3) E(lIs ® i ® i11 2 1t, 6)p(tI6), where s = (1, y, z, x) and i = (1, x), is continuous at (t,6) everywhere. 

(4) E(s ® i ® ilt,6)p(tI8), where s = (l,y,z) and i = (l,x), is twice differentiable with t and its second 

order derivatives are continuous at (t, 8) everywhere. 

Assumption 4: 

(1) H(v) on Rm is a kernel function with a bandwidth parameter bn defined on a bounded support. 

(2) H(v) is differentiable and its derivative satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1. 

(3) H(v) is a kernel function with zero moments up to the order h·. 

( ) {b } . h h th 1· n b(1+6/r)(m+l)+l d 1· b2m b 1· b4ho 4 n IS C osen sue at Imn _ oo In n n = 00, an Iffin_oo n n = 00, ut Iffin_oo n n = 

o. 

Assumption 5: 

(1) E(s ® sit, 8)p(tIB), where s = (1, y, z, x), of t = x( is differentiable everywhere to the order h·, and these 

derivatives are continuous at (t,8) everywhere. 

(2) E(lIs ® sWlt, 8)p(tI8), where s = (1, y, z, x), is continuous at (t,8) everywhere. 

(3) E(s ® s ® ilt, 8)p(tIB), where s = (1, y, z, x) and i = (1, x), is differentiable everywhere with t and this 

derivative is continuous at (t,8) everywhere. 

(4) E(lIs®s®iIl2It,8)p(tI8), where s = (l,y,z,x) and i = (l,x), is continuous at (t,8) everywhere. 

Assumption 1(4) for the first stage estimator will be satisfied with parametric or semiparametric estima-

tors of discrete choice models such as the probit or logit estimators (under correct distributional assumptions), 

the Ichimura single index estimator (Ichimura [1987]), and the semiparametric maximum likelihood estima-

tor of Klein and Spady [1987] for binary choice models, and the multiple index estimator in Ichimura and 

7 ® denotes the Kronecker product. 
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Lee [1987] for polytomous choice models. In general, for a choice model with L alternatives, if 

. 1 T 
.fii(6 - 60 ) = .Jf ~ !(x;, 11,;, ... , h,;) + op(l), 

.=1 
where 1/ is a dichotomous choice indicator for the I alternative and T is the sample size of the choice model, 

is asymptotically normal, Assumption 1(4) will be satisfied.1! This is so, because 

T 

E* { L !(Xj, Il,j,···, h,j )(Ul; - E(U1Ix;(0, 60 »} 
j=l 

= E* {J(x;, It,;, ... , h,;)( U1; - E(Ul lxi(o, oo»} 

= 0, 

where E* denotes the unconditional expectation taken with the whole population. Assumption 1(5) is the 

rank identification condition, and Assumption 1(6) is for the limiting distributions of the S2LS and SG2LS 

estimators to be well-defined with the Vn rate of convergence. 

The kernel function K with a bounded support in Assumption 2 has implicitly the following properties: 

fD IK( v )Idv and fD IIvll'°IK( v)ldv are finite; K( v) and its first order derivatives are bounded; and K( v) and 

8~tJ) go to zero at their boundary. 

The conditions in Assumptions 3 and 5 can be justified by some basic regularity conditions on the 

distributions of the variables in the models. However, the above assumptions are more direct. As an 

illustration, let !(x1Ix2) be the density function of Xl conditional on X2. Since t = Xl + X20, where t = 

(A.1.1) 

where V(X2) is the distribution measure of X2, under the assumption that the support of Xl is Rm. If !(x1Ix2) 

were continuous and bounded, the bounded convergence theorem will imply that p(tI6) is a continuous 

function. The continuity and boundedness properties in Assumptions 3 and 5 are used to guarantee the 

stochastic convergence and to control asymptotic biases of nonparametric kernel estimates. See Lemmas 1 

to 4 in Appendix A.4. Assumptions 4 and 5 are needed only for the nonparametric estimates Wlni of the 

variance of Uti. For the asymptotic properties of the S2LS estimator, these two assumptions are not needed. 

I! T refers to the sample size of the choice model where T > R. Implicitly, we assume that the fraction '" 
will converge asymptotically to a fixed positive number for stability. 
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A.2 TRIMMING INDEX 

To trim the tails of the index x(, we can use some quantile statistics of x(. Without loss of generality, 

consider a single index. Let 0 < p < t be a specified order of quantile. The first-stage estimate 6 in 

x( = Xl + X28 can be discretized by LeCam's device. Let {8n} be the sequence of the first-stage estimate of 

00 , Let II 0 11= maxl=l,"',k lod, where 0 = (01, ... , Ok)' is the norm of 0 in the k-dimensional Euclidean space 

Rk. Let .n:. = e}n(il,"" ik)lil,"" i" are integers} and let 8n be a point in .n:. closest to 8n under II . II. 

The {6n} is a discretized sequence of estimates of 00 , Let enp and e~(l-p) be respectively the pth sample 

quantile and the (1 - p)th sample quantile of the observations of Xi', i = 1"", n, where x'n = Xl + X26n. 

Observations of Xi( will be trimmed whenever their values lie outside Tn, where Tn = [e'"p, en(l-p)], 

The discretization device provides some technical simplification for our asymptotic analysis. enp and 

en(l-p) can be shown to be y'n-consistent. Since 8n is y'n-consistent and 118n - 6n II~ "Tn, 

y'n(8n - 00 ) = y'n(6n - 8n) + y'n(8n - 00 ) 

= Op(1), 

i.e., 6n is also y'n-consistent. For any fixed parameter vector 0, the samples Xi( are i.i.d. Let ep(o) be the 

pth quantile of x( and enp( 0) be the corresponding pth sample quantile of Xi(, i = 1, ... ,n. From Theorem 

2.2.1 in Serfling [1980], we know that for any E > 0, 

n ~ 1, (A.2.1) 

where Of = min[F6(ep(0)+E)-p, p-F6(ep(0)-E)] and F6 denotes the distribution of x(.9 Under Assumption 

3(1), the density function p(tlo) of x( is positive everywhere, and hence is bouncied away from zero on any 

compact neighborhood N(ep(oo)) x N(oo) of (ep(oo), 00 ), With (A.2.1), we can show that for any sequence 

{ on} such that lillln_oo On = 00 , 

(A.2.2) 

Let En = fo' where c is an arbitrary constant. By the mean value theorem, F6,,(ep(On) + En) - P = 

p(ep(on) + AnEnlon)En for some An, 0 ~ An ~ 1. By the continuity of ep(o) at 0 = 00 , (ep(on) + AnEn, on) E 

N(ep(oo)) x N(oo) for sufficiently large n. It follows that for large n, F6.(ep(On) + En) - P ~ bEn, where 

9 This exponential bound for the sample quantile follows from Hoeffding's inequality. 
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b = inf(t,6)EN(e,(6o ))xN(6o )p(tI8). Similarly, P-F6 .. (~p(8n)-(n) ~ b(n. Therefore, for large n, exp(-n8~J ~ 

exp( -nb2(~) = exp( _b2c2), and 

(A.2.3) 

Since c is arbitrary, it follows that ylnlenp(8n) - ~p(8n)1 = Op(l) for any sequence {8n } which converges 

to 80 • For any finite constant M > 0, define dM,n = {81 II 8 - 80 11< * and 8 E R~}. dM,n has the 

interesting property that its cardinality is finite and bounded, say by M, independently of n. This is so 

since the cardinality of {( i 1, •.• , i1:)li1 , ... , i1: are integers and Ii/ - ylnco," < M, I = 1, ... , k} is finite and 

bounded, independently of n. It is obvious that for any sequence {cn} with cn E dM,n, it converges to co. 

The finiteness of dM,n and (A.2.3) imply that 

P( sup v'nlenp(8n) - {p(cn)1 > c) ~ 2M exp( _b2c2
) (A.2.4) 

6 .. E~M,. 

for large n, and therefore 

Since 8n is in ~ and is a yin-consistent estimate of 80 , 8n will lie in dM,n with probability close to one for 

large n. Hence 

(A.2.5) 

By the mean value theorem, {p(8n) = {p(co)+ 8e~~~;)(6n -co). Since p(tlc) is continuous, 8e;~6) is continuous 

r.: ~ - r.: ~ - - a{p (c-) r.: :.. 
ynl{np(cn) - {p(co)1 ~ ynl{np(cn) - {p(cn)l+ II ac,n lI·ynlcn - col 

(A.2.6) 

= Op(I), 

i.e., enp is a yin-consistent estimate of {p(cSo). Similarly, en(l-p) is a yin-consistent estimate of {(l_p)(CO). 

A.3 SMOOTH TRIMMING 

The trimming can be smoothed by down weighting the observations Zi( near the sample quantiles 

enp and en(l-p). Let hn be a sequence of positive numbers which converge to zero with a rate such that 
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limn_oo 1::nh~1+4/") = 00, and let q(-) be a continuous density function on [0 1] such that q(O) = q(l) = 0. 10 

Denote ~ .... = (inp, in(l-p»' Define the following smooth trimming functions tn of x(: 

o 
fo"'i!'" q(w)dw 

tn(x(,{n) = 1 

if xC < {np 

if enp $ x( $ inp + hn 

if enp + hn < x( < in(l-p) - hn 

.,'-{"O-p> +1 
1- fo 10" q(w)dw if en(l-P) - hn $ x( $ en(l-P) 

o if en(I-P) $ xc. 

This function is continuously differentiable in (, enp and en(I-P)' with 

and 

o if x( < enp 
1 (~) h" q h" x2 if enp $ x( $ enp + hn 

o if enp + hn < xC < en(I-P) - hn 

_.lq (r(-e"(l-r> + 1) X2 'f i h < (" < i h" h" 1 .. n(l-p) - n _ X _ .. n(l-p) 

o if en(I-P) $ xC, 

if x( < enp 

if ~""p $ x( $ enp + hn 

if enp + hn < x(, 

if x( < en(I-P) - hn 

if en(l-P) - hn $ x( $ ~~(I-P) 
if en(I-P) < xc. 

(A.3.1) 

(A.3.2) 

(A.3.3) 

(A.3.4) 

As n tends to infinity, tn(x(,in) will converge in probability to an indicator function Ir(x(o), where T = 

The above trimming procedure can be generalized to models with multiple indices. For each index, it 

can be trimmed with t~e univariate function tn(x(,en) above. The smooth trimming function can then be 

the product of all such univariate trimming functions. 

10 The rate of convergence of hn is designed to justify our asymptotic analysis. 
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A.4 SOME USEFUL ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF NONPARAMETRIC FUNCTIONS: 

The following Lemma 1 provides a uniform law of large numbers for functions with a bandwidth sequence 

of parameters. Its proof relies on Hoeffding inequality (or Bernstein inequality) and can be found in Ichimura 

and Lee [1988]. Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 provide results on the asymptotic biases of functions involving a kernel 

function and its first two-order derivatives. The proofs of Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 are also abstracted from 

Ichimura and Lee [1988]. 

Lemma 1. Let g(y, an, 13) be a measurable function which can be represented in the form 

1 [s(Y,f3)] g(y, an, 13) = "d c(y,f3)h y,f3, -- , 
an an 

where an = O( nlp ), P > 0, d > 0, 13 E B, and s(y, 13) is a finite dimensional vector value function. Let {y;} 

be a sequence of i. i. d. random vectors. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) B is a compact subset of a finite dimensional Euclidean space. 

(ii) c(y,f3) is bounded by a 6-order polynomial of y uniformly in 13, where 6 ~ 0. 

(iii) the first 6 . r moments of y exist, where r ~ 2. 

(iv) h(·) is a bounded function. 

(v) E[c2(y, f3)h 2 (y,f3, ¥)) = O(a~) uniformly in 13 E B, where d $ d. 

(vi) h(y,f3,s) satisfies the Lipschizian condition of order 1 with respect to 13 and s uniformly in y. s(y,f3) 

satisfies the Lipschizian condition of order 1 with respect to 13 uniformly in y. 

I/liffin_oo l:na~(l+f)d-cl = 00, then ;. L~=l[g(Yi,an,f3) - E(9(Yi, an, 13))] converges in probability to 

zero uniformly in 13 E B. 

Furthermore, in addition to the above conditions, if 

(vii) E(g(y, an, 13)) converges to a limit function g*(f3) uniformly in 13 E B, then ~ L=l g(Yi, an, 13) converges 

in probability to g* (13) uniformly in 13 E B. 

Lemma 2. Let K(v) be a function on R"' with a bounded support D such that JD IK(v)ldv < 00. t(z,8) 

is a continuous m-dimensional random vector. Suppose that E(c(z, Zi, 8)lt, Zi, 8)g(tI8), where g(tI8) is the 

density function oft(z,8), is uniformly continuous at ton R"' uniformly in (8,Zi). Then 
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Furthermore, if K( v) has zero moments up to the order s·; i. e., fD V~l •.• v~ K( v )dv = 0, for all 

ij ~ 0, where j = 1, .. . ,m, i1 + ... + im < s·, and fD Ilvll'·IK(v)ldv < 00; and E(c(z,z;,8)\t,z;,8)g(tI8) is 

differentiable with t on Rm to the order s· and the s· order derivatives are uniformly bounded, then 

I [ 
1 (t(z;,8) -t(Z,8») I ] I ,. sup E c(z,z;,8)~K Z; - E[c(z,z;,8)lt(z;,8),z;,8]g(t(z;,8)18) = O(a n ). 

z,,9 an an 

Lemma 3. Let K (v) be a function on Rm with a bounded support D such that K (v) goes to zero at the 

boundary of D and its gradient a~tI) is bounded. Suppose that :t [E(c(z, Z;, 8)lt, Z;, 8)g(tI8)], where g(tI8) is 

the density function t(z,8), are uniformly continuous at t everywhere uniformly in (z;,8). Then 

[ 

aK C(Z;,9)-t(Z,9») 1 
li.m sup E c(z,z;,8) ~+l a a.. Iz; - !{E[c(z,z;,8)lt(z;,8),z;,8]g(t(zj,8)18)} 

n 00 z;,9 an V 
= o. 

Furthermore, if K (v) has zero moments up to the order s·, E( c( z, Z;, 8) It, Zj, 8)g( t 18) is differentiable at 

t everywhere to the order s· + 1, and these derivatives are uniformly bounded, then 

[ 

aK (t(Z;,9)-t(Z,8») 1 
sup E c(z,zj,8) ~+l av

a
.. IZj - !{E[c(z,Zj,8)lt(Zj,8),Zj,8]g(t(z;,8)18)} 

Z.,' an 
= O(a~·). 

Lemma 4. Let K( v) be a twice differentiable function on Rm with a bounded support D such that 

K(v) and its gradient a~tI) go to zero at the boundary of D, and the gradient a~tI) and its hessian matrix 

8;~~~) are bounded. Suppose that '::t l [E( c( Z, Zj, 8) It, Zj, 8)g( t 18)] are uniformly continuous at t everywhere 

uniformly in (Zj, 8). Then 

[ 
a2 K (t(Z;,8)-t(z,8») 1 2 

lim sup E c(z,zj,8) 1+2 a a a.. Iz; - aaa ,{E[c(z,zj,8)lt(zj,8),Zj,O]g(t(Zj,8)18)} 
n-oo z;,8 a~ V v' v V 

= o. 

Let z( be an m-dimensional vector of indices and K be an m-dimensional kernel function. Denote 

(A.4.1) 

where s = 1,y,z or z. Under Assumption 3(3), the variance of An(wIZj() has the familar order O(n~") 
" 

uniformly on C x e, where C is any compact subset of z( in Rm; i.e., 

1 
sup var(An(sIZj()IZj(,c) = O( ~). 
cxe nan 
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Assumption 2 implies that K (.) is bounded. It follows from Lemma 1 that if liIlln_oo Innn a~1+2/,.)m = 00, 

sup IAn(Slx;() - E[An(slx;Olx;(, 6]1.!. o. 
(z.(.8)ECxS 

(A.4.3) 

Under Assumptions 3(2) and 3(3), Lemma 2 guarantees that 

(A.4.4) 

where 

A(slx(, 6) = E(slx(, 6)p(x(16). (A.4.5) 

Since by LeCam's device Tn can be treated as a nonstochastic set contained in a compact subset of Rm 

for large n, An(slxi() converges to A(slx;(,6) on Tn X 8. Since p(x(16) is continuous and is positive 

everywhere, it is bounded away from zero on Tn X 8. Hence the uniform convergence of An(llx;() implies 

that infx .. xs An(1lxi() is bounded away from zero in probability.l1 En(slx;() as a ratio of An(slxi() over 

An(lIXi() will converge in probability to E(slx;(, 6) uniformly on Tn X 8. 

The first order derivative of An(slx;() is 

(A.4.6) 

Under Assumption 3(3), the variance of 8A .. ~~I",O has the familiar order O( -::k) uniformly in (xi(,6) E 
no .. 

eX 8. Assumption 3(2) justifies the conditions in Lemma 3 and hence 

IE [
8An(slxi() I .( c] _ 8A(slxi(,6)I = O( ,0) 

sup 8c X, ,11 8c an , 
CxS 11k 11k 

(A.4.7) 

where 

8A(slxi() = t {8E(S(X; - X)IXi(, 6) 8( } . p( .(IC) E( ( . _ )1 .( C)!S.. 8p(Xi(16) 
86k r at 86k X, 11 + S X, X X, ,11 86k at ' (A.4.8) 

where t = (x(), [see Ichimura and Lee (1988)]. Lemmas 1 and 3 imply that if liIlln_oo Innn a~1+4/,.)(m+1)+1 = 

00, 

I 
8An(slxi()8A(slxi() I ' 0 

sup 86 - 86 -. 
TaXS 

(A.4.9) 

11 The trimming of indices is designed mainly for this purpose. Otherwise, trimming would not be needed. 
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Similarly, under Assumptions 3(3) and 3(4), Lemmas 1 and 4 imply that iflimn _ oo Innn a~1+6/r)(m+2)+2 = 00, 

(A.4.10) 

The following propositions and lemmas will be used repeatedly for our subsequently asymptotic analysis 

in Appendix A.5. They are summarized here because they are of interest on their own and provide convenient 

reference. 

Proposition 1. Let ~n = (~np, en(1-p) be a deterministic sequence which converges to ~ = (~p,~(l-p) 

where ~(1-p) > ~p. Suppose that 

(1) tn(Zi(,~n) is a bounded smooth trimming function defined in Appendiz A.3, which vanishes at any Zi( 

outside the compact set Tn where Tn = [~np'~n(1-p)]. 

(2) An(slzi(, 0) ~ A(slzi(, 0) uniformly in (Zi(,O) E Tn X 6. 

(3) fed) is uniformly continuous and bounded on A~, where A~ {did = A(slz(,o), (x(,o) E [~p -

~'~(1-p) +~] X 6} for some ~ > o. 

(4) a( s) is bounded by a square integrable polynomial of finite order. 

Then, 

In addition to the above assumptions, if A(slx(, 0) is continuous in 0 and x( a.e., and 6 is a consistent 

estimate of 00 , then 

Proof: 

1

1 n 1 n I 
~~~ ;; ~tn(zi(,en)a(s;)f(An(slxi(' 0)) - ;; ~tn(xi(,en)a(si)f(A(slzi(,o)) 

$ .!.. t la(si)l· sup If(An(sIZi(, 0» - f(A(sIXi(,O))! 
n i=1 (Z".(,6)eT .. xS 

p 
-0, 

because tn is bounded by one, f(An(slzi(, 0)) converges in probability to f(A(slxi(, 0» uniformly on Tn X 6, 

and ; L~=l la(si)1 = Op(l). Because suPs Itn(x(,en)f(A(slx(, 6))1 $ M is bounded and a(s) is bounded 
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by a polynomial of s, the uniform law of large numbers in Lemma 1 with d = d = 0 implies that as n goes 

to infinity, 

uniformly on 8. The second part ofthe conclusion follows as E[tn(z(, en)a(s)f(A(slz(, 6»] is continuous in 

6 and en by the Lebesque dominated convergence theorem. 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 2. Let en = (enp,en(l-p», where enp = (el,np,e(2),np), be a deterministic sequence which 

converges to e = (ep,e(1-p», where e(1-p) > ep· Suppose that 

(1) q is a continuously differentiable density function having a support [0,1]. 

(2) An(slz;(,6) .!. A(slz;(,6) uniformly in (z;(,6) E Tn X 8, where Tn = [enp,en(l-p)] and A(slz(,6) is 

continuous in 6 and z(. 

(3) f(d) is uniformly continuous on AA, where AA = {did = A(slz(, 6), (z(,6) E rep - ~,e(l-p) +~] x 8} 

for some ~ > o. 

(4) a(s) is bounded by a polynomial of order 6, 6 ~ O. The r· 6 order moment of s exists, where r ~ 2. 

F(Z(2),e), a.e., where z( = (Z(1,Z(2». 

(6) E(a(s)lz(,6)g(z(16) and E(la(s)ilz(, 6)g(z(10) are uniformly continuous at z( and 6, where g(tI6) is 

the density function of z(. 

dominated by a Lebesque integrable funct~on of Z(2). 

• • nh(1+"lo) 
Then, under the rate that hlIln_oo hn = 0 and hIIln_oo 1n n = 00, 

In addition to the above assumptions, if 6 is a consistent estimate of 00 , then 

. 1 ~ 1 (Z;(l - el,np ) . , , , 
phffin_oo - L..J h q h Fn(z;(2),en)a(s;)f(An(slz;(,6» 

n ;=1 n n 

= J E[a(s)let,p, t(2), Oo]J(A(slel,p, t(2), 00 »F(t(2)' e)g(el,p, t(2)160 )dt(2)· 
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Proof: 

1

1 ~ 1 (Xj(1 - 6 np) ( ) [ ] I sup - ~ -h q h' Fn Xj(2),~n a(s;) f(An(sIXj(, 8)) - f(A(sIXjC 8)) 
6Ee n ;=1 n n 

1 ~ 1 (Xj(1 - 6 np) I ~ - ~ la(s;)lhq h' . M . sup f(An(slx;C 6)) - f(A(slx;(»\. 
n ;=1 n n (z,(,6)ET"xe 

nh(1+l6/r) 
Let N(~1,P) be a compact neighborhood of ~1,p. By Lemma 1, as Plnn = 00, 

1 1~ 1 (X;(1-() { 1 (X;(1-()}1 p sup - ~ la(s;)lhq h - E la(s)lhq h - O. 
(6,f)EexN(Cl,,) n ;=1 n n n n 

By Lemma 2, 

_ sup IE{la(s)1 hI q (Xj(~ - e) } - E(la(s)I\(, 6)91«(16)1- 0, 
(6,c)EexN(Cl,,) n n 

where gl(·18) is the marginal density of X(l' Since E(la(s)I/6,n, 6)gl(6,nI6) is bounded on e for large n, it 

follows that 

1 ~ 1 (Xj(l - 6,np ) 
sup - ~ la(sj)l-

h 
q h = Op(I), 

6Ee n ;=1 n n 

and hence (*) goes to zero in probability. Similarly, by Lemma 1, 

1 1~ 1 (X;(1-e1np ) ( ) sup - ~ -h q h' Fn Xj(2),en a(sj)f(A(slxj(,6)) 
6Ee n ;=1 n n 

[
1 (X(I-~Inp) () ] I p ._-E h
n

q h
n 

' Fn X(2),en a(s)f(A(slx(, 6)) -0. 

Since 

E [h
1

n 
q (X(I ~nel,np ) Fn(X(2),en)a(s)f(A(slx(, 6»] 

= J { J E[a(s)lel,np + hnW1' t(2), 6]f(A(slel,np + hnW1' t(2), 6»g(et,np + hnWI' t(2)16)q( Wt}dWI } 

. Fn(t(2)' en)dt(2), 

it follows that 

~~~ IE [hin q ( X(I ~net,np ) Fn(X(2),en)a(s)f(A(slx(, 6))] 
-J E[a(s)16,p, t(2), 6]J(A( Slel,p, t(2). 6))g(e1,p. t(2) 16)F(t(2). e)dt(2) I 

~ sup IE[a(s)lel,np + hnwt, t(2). 6]J(A(slel,np + hnwt, t(2). 6))g(el,np + hnwt, t(2)16) 
OEe,wl,t(l) 

- E[a( s )le1,p. t(2). 6]J(A( Slel,p. t(2). 6»g(6,p, t(2)16) I· J IF(t(2). e)ldt(2) 

+ J sup /E[a(s)lel,p, t(2). 6]J(A(slel,p. t(2). 6))g(el,p, t(2)16)1' IFn(t(2)' en) - F(t(2). e)ldt(2) 
6ee 

-0 
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by the uniform continuity and the Lebesque convergence theorem. 

The first part of the result follows from the above convergences. The second part of the result follows 

since 8 is a consistent estimate of c. 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5. Let Cn (Sl' ... ,Si-1, Si+1, ... ,Sn; Si) be a sequence of measurable functions of an i. i. d. 

sample {sd and dn{ s) be a measurable function such that E(Iz .. (s )d~ (s» < 00 uniformly in n. Suppose 

that, 

(1) sUPz" IE{Cn{Sl,···, Sn; S;)ISi) - C(s;)1 = O(a~), for some measurable function C(Si), and 

(2) sUPz" var(Cn(sl,···,Sn; si)lsi) = O(n!~). 

If s > r/2, limn_ oo na~r = 00, and liffin_oo na~' = 0, then 

Proof: The proof of this lemma can be found in Lee [1990]. 

Proposition 3. Let V,d(s,a) and V~f{s,a) denote the first and second order derivatives of f{s,a) 

with respect to a. Suppose that 

(1) the nonparametric function An(slzi(o, co) satisfies the conditions in Lemma 5, and 

(2) 

sup IV~fn(si' An(slzi(O»1 :S Op(1) . dn(Si), 
%.\.ET 

where An( SIZi(o) is a consistent estimate of A{slzi(o, co), and dn{s;) is a measurable function such that 

1 n vn tt IT{zi(o)fn(si, An{ SIZi(O» 

1 n 

= vn ttIT (zi(o)fn(Si ,A(slzi(O, co» 

1 n 

+ vn tt IT (Zi(o)V • .!n(si,A(slzi(o, co» . (An{slzi(o) - A(slzi(o, co» + op(1). 

Proof: By a Taylor expansion, 
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where 
1 n 

Ln = fo LIr(Xi(0)V'afn(si,A(slxi(0,80))(An(slxi(0) - A(slxi(0,8o» 
1::1 

and 

_11~ 2 - 2 
Rn - 2 fo ~lT(xi(o)V'afn(si,An(slxi(o))(An(slxi(o) - A(slxi(0,80)) , 

where An(slxi(o) lies between An(slxi(O) and A(slxi(o, 80)' Since 

by our assumption, Lemma 5 implies that Rn converges to zero in probability. 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 6. Let {Si} be an i.i.d. sample and II>n(Sl, s2,an ) be a sequence of vector valued random 

functions with bandwidth an. Suppose that 

(1) there exist square integrable functions hj(s), j = 1,2 such that 

j = 1,2, 

(4) limn _ oo foa~ = 0 and limn _ oo na~ = 00. 

Ifth(s) and t/l2(s) are zero a.e., then 

On the other hand, if E{[1h(s) + tP2(S)][tPl(S) + tP2(S)]'} = E which is nonzero, then 

Proof: The proof of this lemma can be found in Lee [1990]. See also Powell, Stock and Stoker [1989] for 

a result similar to the second part of the lemma. 

Proposition 4: Suppose that K is an r-dimensional kernel function with a bounded support D such 

that fD IK(w)ldw < 00 and with a bandwidth an. Let An(slxj(o) = (n-i)o~ E;~jsjK (z;(o; .. Zj(o) and let 

g(x(oloo) be the density ofx(o. Denote A(slx(o,oo) = E(slx(o, oo)g(x(o 100 ), Suppose that 
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(1) E(slx(o, 80)g(x(0180) is continuous at x(o a.e., and 

If liITln_oo na~ = 00, then 

Proof: Define 

It follows that 

to zero a.e. On the other hand, 

E«)n(sj, Si, an)ISi) 

= siE[fn(sj,xj(o) a~ K( Xj(o a~ Xi(O) IXi] - E[Jn(Sj, Xj(o)A(slxj(o, 80 )] 

= Si J E[Jn(s, Xi(o + anw)IXi(o + anw, 80]9(Xi(0 + anwI80)K(w)dw 

=0. 

The conclusion of the proposition follows from Lemma 6. 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 5: Suppose that K is an r-dimensional kernel function with a bounded support D such 

that JD IK(w)ldw < 00 and with a bandwidth an. Let An(slxi(O) = (n-h,,:; L7f;iSjK (z,(o; .. Zi(o) and let 

g(x(0180) be the density ofx(o. Denote A(slx(0,80) = E(slx(0,60)g(x(0160). Suppose that 

(£) E(fn(s,x(0)lx(0,80)g(x(0180) is continuous in x(o a.e. uniformly in n, 

(3) there exists a measurable function h(x(o) such that 

iE(fn(s, x(o)lx(o, 80 )1 $ h(x(o) 
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with Elh(x(o)A(slx(o,80 )\ < 00 for large n,and 

(4) limn_co E(fn(s, x(o)lx(o, 80 ) = c(x(o) a.e. 

If limn_co na~ = 00 and limn_co na~' = 0, then 

where 
~ =E{ [s. c(x(o)g(x(olc5o) - E{c(x(o)E(slx(o, c5o)g(x(olc5o))]' 

. [s. c(x(o)g(x(olc5o) - E{c(x(o)E(slx(o,c5o)g(x(olc5o))]}. 

Proof: 

where 

By (1), E(~n(Sj,sj,an)ls;) converges to zero a.e. On the other hand, 

Since 

E(~n(Sj, Sj, an)lsj) 

= sjE [fn(Sj, Xj(o) a~ K ( Xj(o ~ Xj(o ) IXj] - E[fn(sj, Xj(o )A(slxj(o, c50 )] 

= Sj J E[fn(s, Xj(o + anw)lxj(o + anw, c5o]g(xj(o + anwlc5o)K(w)dw 

- E{E[fn(s, x(o)lx(o, c5o]A(slx(o, c5o)}. 

\ J E[fn(s, Xj(o + an w)lxj(o + anw, c5o]g(zj(o + anwlc5o)K( w)dw - E[Jn(s, x(o)lxj(o, c5o]g(xj(o 1c50 )\ 

= \ J {E[fn(s,xj(o + anw)lxj(o + anw, c5o]g(xj(o + an wlc5o) - E[Jn(s, xj(o)lxj(o, c5o]g(Xj(olc5o)}K(W)dw l 

~ sup IE[fn(s, Xj(o + an w)lxj(o + anw, c5o]g(xj(o + an wlc5o) - E[fn(s, xj(o)lxj(o, c5o]g(xj(o 1c50 )1 
w 

. J IK(w)ldw 

-0, 

by condition (2), it follows that, by the Lebesque convergence theorem and condition (4), 
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The result of the proposition follows from the second part of Lemma 6. 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 6: Suppose that K is an r-dimensional kernel function with a bounded support D such 

that fD IK(w)ldw < 00 and with a bandwidth an. Let Dn(slzi(o) = C \ r+1 2:n .... Sj\! K (r,'o:;rj'o) , where 
n-l aft J~' " 

\! J« t) = o~;t) is the gradient vector of K, and let g( z(o 180) be the density of z(o, Denote D( slz(o, 80) = 

0(:'0) {E( slz(o, 80 )g( z(o 180)}. Suppose that 

{l) K(w) vanishes at the boundary of D, 

(2) oC:'o){E(slz(0,80)g(z(0180)} is continuous at z(o a.e., 

(3) E(Jn(s, z(o)lz(o, 80) = 0 a.e., for all n. 

Proof: Define 

It follows that 

By condition (2), Lemma 3 implies that E[sJ·--f:rr\!K(r,(o-rj(o)lzi(O] converges to D(slzj(0,80) at Zj(o a.e. 
<1 <1 .. . .. 

Hence E( ~n (Sj, Sj, an) Is;) converges to zero a.e. On the other hand, by the integration by parts and under 

conditions (1) and (3), 

E(~n(sj, Si, an)lsi) 

= Si' E[fn(8j ,Zj(0) a~~l \!K( Zj(o a~ Zi(O) /Zi] - E[fn(Sj, Zj(o)D(slzj(o, 80)] 

= Si . J.. [ E[fn(s, Zi(o + anw)IZi(o + anw, 80]g(Zi(0 + anwI80)\! K(w)dw 
an JD 

- E{E[fn( S, z(o)lz(o, 80]D(slz(0, 80 )} 

= -Si . J.. [ \!{E[fn(s, Zi(o + anW)IZi(o + anw, 80]g(Zi(0 + anwI80)}K(w)dw 
an JD 

= O. 

The result of the proposition follows from the first part of Lemma 6. 
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A.5 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES: 

The propositions in Appendix A.4 can be used to derive the asymptotic properties of our estimators. 

Proposition 1 implies that 

.!.X~X2 = .!. ~tn(X;(,tn)(X2; - En(X2Ix;(»'(X2; - En(X2Ix;(» n n~ 
;=1 (A.5.l) 

.!.. E[h(x(0)(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 00))'(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 00»]. 

From (4.2)" V* = [v2' (x(o,O)J]. Since E(V2Ix) = E(V2Ix(0, 00 ), it follows that E[v* - E(v*lx(o, oo)lx] = 0. 

Therefore, 

.!.W'X2 = .!. ttn(X;('~',.)(w; - En(wlx;(»'(X2; - En(X2Ix;()) 
n n ;=1 

= II~.!. ttn(x;(,en)(X2; - En(X2Ix;(»)'(X2; - En(X2Ix;(» 
n ;=1 (A.5.2) 

+.!. ttn(x;(,en)(V; - En(v*lx;(»'(X2; - En(X2Ix;(» 
n ;=1 

.!.. II~E[h(x(0)(x2 - E(X2Ix(0, 00))'(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 00»]. 

Similarly, for the SG2LS estimator, 

.!.X~A;;1X2 = .!. ~tn(X;(,tn)(X2i - En(x2Ix;())'w;;l(.L~,c5)(x2i - En(X2Ix;()) 
n n~ 

;=1 (A.5.3) 

and 

.!.X~A;;1W = .!. ttn(Xi(,en)(X2; - En(X2Ix;())'w;;lCB,c5)(Wi - En(wlx;(» 
n n ;=1 (A.5.4) 

.!.. E[h(x(0)(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 00))'w- 1(x(0, 00)(X2 - E(X2Ix(0, 00 ))]IIw. 

Furthermore, 

(A.5.5) 

(A.5.6) 

and 

.!. 8En(/J, () A -1w.' P E [1 ( ( ) 8E(U1Ix(0, 00) -1( /" C)( _ E( 1 ( c»] IT n 80 "1n n - T Z 0 80 w x .. o, Uo X2 X2 X 0, Uo w· (A.5.7) 

The asymptotic distributions of ~n X2' fl.n , _1 X' A-I fl. and _1 8E .. UUl A-I fl. can be derived from 
V" ,;n 2 n n ,;n 86 n n 

Propositions 2-4 and 6. Let ~o = (~p(OO)'~(I_P)(OO». 

~X~On = ~ttn(xi(,en)(X2i - En(Z2Izi(»'(Uli - En(udzi(» 
v n v n i=1 

= Co,n + {C1,n + C2,n + C3 ,n}vn(c5 - 00 ) + C4 ,nvn(e - ~o), 
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where 

and 

C 1 Ln 
( (I -))'( (I - Otn(zl,() 4 n = - Z2i - En Z2 Zi( Uti - En U1 Zi(» a . 

, n " 
i=l .. 

Proposition 1 implies that 

and C2 ,n converges to zero in probability. As liIlln_oo Innn h~1+4/") = 00, Proposition 2 implies that C3 ,n and 

C4 ,n converge to zero in probability. To simplify notations, let Ani = (n-~)4;:' L.j~i z 2j K (:t: i(04-.. :t: j<O), Bni = 

1 "n K(:t:i<o-:t:j<O) d C 1 "n K(:t:iCO-:t:jCo) L t A E( I I" £) ( I" Ie ) (n-1)4;:' L...i~i 4.. ' an ni = (n-1)4;:' L...i~i U1i 4" • e i = Z2 Zi .. o, Vo P Zi .. o Vo , 

Bi = p(zi(olco ), and Ci = E(U1Izi(0,Co)p(Zi(0Ico) be their limits. By a Taylor expansion, 

where 

1 n 1 
- Vn tttn (Zi(0,{0)(Z2i - E(z2I z i(0,co»' Bi (Cn; - Ci ) 

+ In ttn(Zi(0,{o)[E(Z2I Zi(0, Co)'(Uli - E(udzi(o, Co» + (Z2i - E(z2I z i(0, Co))' E(u1I z i(0, Co)] 

1 
. Bi (Bn; - Bi), 
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and 

Since limn _ oo na~m = 00 and limn _ oo na~·· = 0, Rn converges to zero in probability by Proposition 3. 

As limn _ oo na~ = 00, Ln converges to zero in probability by Proposition 4. Hence 

(A.5.B) 

which is asymptotically normal N(O,d), where d is defined in (4.11), under the property that y'n«( - (0) 

is asymptotically un correlated with (U1 - E( u1Iz(0, 60)), For the asymptotic distribution of the SG2LS, 

where 

1 ' ,-1, 
y'nX~An Un 

= ~ ttn(Zi('~)(Z2i - En(Z2Izi())'w~h.8, c5)(Uli - En(U1Izi()) 
yn i=1 

= In ~tn(Zi(0'~0)(Z2i - En(Z2IZi(0))'W;/(,80,60)(Uli - En (Ut!Zi(o)) 

1 ~ - - - , -1 - - OEn(Ut!Zi() c' 
- ~ L..ttn(Zi(,~)(Z2i - En(Z2Izi()) Wni (,8,6) 06' . yn(6 - 60) 

i=1 

+ ~ t( Uti - En( u1I zi()) o~, [tn(Zi(, {)(Z2i - En(Z2I z i())'W;/ (.8,6)] . ..;n(6 - 60) 
1=1 
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T " I"fy t t" I t H "- 1 -- ,\,n H(z,(,-Z,(,) R "_ 1 ,\,n H(z.(.-r,(.) o simp I no a Ions, e n. - (n-l)b;:' ~i#-i b.. ,no - (n-l)b;:' ~i#-i uli b.. ' and 

limits respectively" By Proposition 3, as limn ..... oo na~m = 00, limn _ oo na!'· = 0, liffin_oo nb~m = 00, and 

I" b4h· 0 Imn _ oo n n = , 

where 

L~"') = - .)n ~tn(Xi(0,~0)W-l(X(0,60)(Uli - E(UI!Xi(0,60)) ~i (Ani - Ai)' 

- .)n ttn(Xi(0,~0)W-I(Xi(O,60)(X2i - E(X2!Xi(0 ,60))' ~i (Gni - Gi ) 

+ In ttn(Xi(o,~0)W-I(Xi(O,60)[E(X2!Xi(O,60)'(Uli - E(UI!Xi(o,60)) 

+ (X2i - E(X2!Xi(0, 60))' E(UI!Xi(o, 60)] " ~i (Eni - Ed 

-In t tn (Xi(o, ~o)w -2( Xi(o, 60)( X2i - £( X2!Xi(0, 60))' (Uli - E( ullxi(o, 60)) 

" ~i {(Sni - Si) - 2£( ullxi(o, 60)(14.i - R;) - [E( U~!Xi(o, 60) - 2E( ullxi(o, 60)](Hni - Hi)}" 

Since E[X2i - E(X2Ixi(o, 60 )IXi(o, 60] = 0, E[Uli - E( ullxi(o, 60 )!x;j = 0, and the other functions in Lhw
) are 

functions of Xi(o, Proposition 4 implies that L~w) converges to zero in probability when liffin_oo na~ = 00 
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where 

S· 1· 2(m+2) 1· 4,· 0 1· b2m d 1· b4h• .. Ince IIIln_oo nan = 00, lmn _ oo nan = , lIIln_oo n n = 00, an lmn _ oo n n = 0, ProposItIOn 3 

implies that 

where 

Since aE(ud~(,,6,) - (z - E(zlz( 6 »' ~ aE(U11~(,,6,) by Propositions 4 and 6 L(d) converges to zero a6. - 0, 0 a6. at , , O,n 
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in probability as li111n_oo na~+2 = 00 and-limn_oo nb~ = 00. Hence it follows that 

In.t~t-1Un 

= _1 X' A -1(j _ .!.X' A -1 oEn(,L~, () (V-1 + oE~(;3, () A -1 oEn(;3, (») -1 oE~ (;3, () A -1(j 
Vii 2 n n n 2 n 06' n,6 06 n 06' 06 n n 

= In ttn(Xj(0'~0)(X2j - E(X2Ixj(0,60»'W -1(x(0,60)(U1j - E(U1Ixj(0,60» 

[ ( )( ( I I -1 OE(U1I x(0,60)] 
-E Ir X(o X2- Ex2 X(0,60»w (x(0,60) 06

' 

. (v.- 1 oE(ut!x(0,60) -1( ,- 6) oE(utlx(o, 60 »)-1 
6 + 06 w X .. O , 0 06

' 

{ 
1 ~ OE(U1IXj(0,60) -1 -1 r::: A } . Vii t:-t tn(Xj(o ,~o) 06 W (Xj(o, 60 )(U1j - E(U1IXj(0, 60» + V6 v n(6 - 60 ) + op(l) 

D 
- N(O,r), 

(A.5.9) 

where r is in (5.13). 

For the instrumental variable estimator in (5.18), 

(A.5.10) 

Since 8E(udz(o,6ol - (x - E(xlx'- 6 »'~8E(Ullz(o,6ol it follows that E[E(pllx'- 6 )8E(u d z(o.60 l ] - 0 
86~ - "0, 0 86. 8t ' "0, 0 86' -

and 

On the other hand, 

1 n 

Vii ~tn(Xj(o'~O)P:(Uli - En(Ullxi(o» 

1 n 

= Vii ~tn(Xi(o'~O)P:(Uli - E(Utl xi(0,60» 
1 nIl n 1 

- Vii ~tn(Xi(o,~O)P: Bi (Gni - Gi ) + Vii ~tn{Xi(O,eo)p:E{UlIXi(0,60) Bi (Bni - Bi) + op{l). 
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With a high order kernel of order s· such that lrmn _ oo a~" = 0,12 Proposition 5 implies 

1 n 1 
Vn tttn(X;(o,~o)p~ B; (Cn; - C;) 

= In ~ {IT(X;(O)Ul;E(p~ Ix;(o, 60) - E[Ir(x;(o)E( ullx;(o, 60)E(p~ Ix;(o, 60)]} + 0,,(1), 

and 

1 n 1 
Vn tttn(X;(0,~0)p:E(Ullx;(0,60) B; (Bn; - Bd 

= In ~ {IT(x;(o)E(p~lxi(o, 60)E( udx;(o, 60 ) - E[IT(x;(o)E(p~ Ix;(o, 60 )E( u1I x i(0, 60)]} + 0,,(1). 

Therefore, 
1 n 

~ L:tn(Xi(O,eO)p~(Uti - En(U1I xi(0» 
yn ;=1 

= In ~ Ir(x;(o)(P: - E(p~ Ix;(o, 60 »( Uti - E( u1Ix;(0, 60 » + 0,,(1). 

(A.5.11) 

12 This rate requirement implies lillln_oo na~'· = 0 in Assumption 2. This stronger requirement is 
needed only here. It guarantees that the asymptotic bias of the following term will converge to zero. Using 
Pi - En(Plxi() instead of Pi will eliminate such an asymptotic bias and this stronger rate requirement will 
not be needed. This indicates the advantage of using Pi - En(Plxi() as an instrumental variable instead of 
Pi· 
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